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ABSTRACT: When using a double-moment microphysics scheme, both hydrometeor mixing ratios and number
concentrations are part of the state variables that are needed to initialize convective-scale forecasting. In the Thompson
microphysics scheme, both mixing ratio and total number concentration of rainwater (Ntr) are predicted and they are
also involved in the reflectivity observation operator. In such a case, when directly assimilating reflectivity using Ntr

as the control variable (denoted as CVnr) within a variational framework, the large dynamic range of Ntr and the non-
linear relationship between reflectivity and Ntr prevent efficient minimization convergence. Using logarithmic Ntr

as the control variable (CVlognr) alleviates the problem to some extent but can produce spurious analysis increments
in Ntr. In this study, a general power transform of Ntr is proposed as the new control variable for Ntr (CVpnr) where
the nonlinearity of transform can be adjusted by tuning the exponent parameter. This formulation is implemented
within the Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation ensemble-3DVar system. The performance of CVpnr with an optimal
exponent parameter value of 0.4 is compared with those of CVnr and CVlognr for the analysis and prediction of a
supercell case of 16 May 2017 in more detail. CVpnr with optimal exponent yields faster convergence of cost function
minimization than CVnr. Subjective and objective evaluations of analyzed and predicted reflectivity and hourly precip-
itation indicate that the optimized CVpnr outperforms the other two methods. When applied to five additional cases
from May 2017, overall statistics show that CVpnr produces generally superior forecasts and is therefore the preferred
choice.

KEYWORDS: Radars/Radar observations; Data assimilation; Numerical weather prediction/forecasting

1. Introduction

Radar data including radial velocity (Vr) and reflectivity
(Z) can provide detailed information about the internal struc-
tures of storms at high spatial and temporal resolutions, which
is critical for convective-scale analysis and forecast. Numerous
studies have demonstrated the positive impacts of assimilating
radar observations (e.g., Sun and Crook 1997, 1998; Xue et al.
2003; Dowell et al. 2004; Tong and Xue 2005; Dawson and
Xue 2006; Hu et al. 2006; Gao and Xue 2008; Yussouf and
Stensrud 2010; Schenkman et al. 2011; Snook et al. 2011, 2012;
Sun et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013; Yussouf et al. 2013; Wang
and Wang 2017; Tong et al. 2020; Kong et al. 2021). However,
direct assimilation of radar Z remains challenging, owing to
the high nonlinearity of its observation operator and the com-
plex microphysics (MP) involved.

The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF; Evensen 1994, 2003) is
attractive for directly assimilating radar Z at the convective
scale because flow-dependent error covariance statistics

derived from the forecast ensemble can be used to update
unobserved model state variables. Moreover, EnKF does
not require tangent linear and adjoint of the observation
operator as variational approach does, so the highly nonlinear
Z observation operator that is often linked to a complex,
multicategory, multimoment MP scheme can be more easily
implemented. Many studies have demonstrated the potential
of EnKF in radar data assimilation (DA) at convective scale
(e.g., Tong and Xue 2005; Jung et al. 2008, 2012; Dowell et al.
2011; Snook et al. 2011, 2012; Yussouf et al. 2013; Johnson
et al. 2015; Labriola et al. 2017, 2020; Tong et al. 2020).
However, insufficient ensemble spread and low-rank ensem-
ble background error covariance due to a small ensemble
size are main causes of suboptimal performance. For exam-
ple, the background error cannot be corrected in the area
where precipitation is observed but no ensemble member
predicts precipitation. Furthermore, the non-Gaussianity
of the background and observation errors violates the
assumption in EnKF and results in a suboptimal analysis
(Lorenc 2003).

Using a hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar) method
that combines static and ensemble-derived flow-dependent
background error covariance within variational framework
(Hamill and Synder 2000; Lorenc 2003) can somewhat
alleviate the aforementioned problems in EnKF, and has
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shown promise for convective-scale DA (e.g., Gao et al.
2013; Gao and Stensrud 2014; Kong et al. 2018, 2021; Wang
et al. 2019; Tong et al. 2020). However, when directly assim-
ilating radar Z within variational DA framework, the high
nonlinearity of Z observation operator can cause various
issues (Sun and Crook 1997; Carley 2012; Wang and Wang
2017; Liu et al. 2020). Liu et al. (2020) investigated such
issues when mixing ratio (CVq) or logarithmic mixing ratio
is used as the control variable (CVlogq) to assimilate Z,
and proposed several treatments to allow for the proper
assimilation of Z data.

Even though much progress has been made for using EnKF
and hybrid EnVar to assimilate radar Z, few studies have
focused on the use of a Z observation operator consistent
with the multimoment MP scheme that is used in the forecast
model. Bulk MP schemes are commonly used in numerical
weather prediction models to parameterize cloud and precipi-
tation processes using a semiempirical function of particle size
distribution, such as the gamma distribution. Single-moment
(SM) bulk MP schemes (e.g., Lin et al. 1983; Kessler 1995)
typically assume that the particle size distribution for each
hydrometeor category has a generalized gamma distribution
with fixed intercept and shape parameters, and they predict
the hydrometeor mixing ratios that are proportional to the
corresponding slope parameter of particle size distribution.
Double-moment (DM) MP schemes typically predict both
mixing ratios and total number concentrations so that the
intercept and slope parameters can be determined and
change independently (e.g., Thompson et al. 2004; Milbrandt
and Yau 2005). Several studies have shown that using DM
MP schemes, some within the EnKF framework, can produce
more realistic structure and evolution of convective storms,
and better prediction for supercell and mesoscale convective
systems than using SM MP schemes (e.g., Jung et al. 2010a;
Dawson et al. 2010; Jung et al. 2012; Putnam et al. 2014; Johnson
et al. 2016; Labriola et al. 2017).

When using a variational method to assimilate Z, due to
the need for the adjoint of its observation operator, most pre-
vious studies adopted a Z operator, which is based on a SM
MP scheme and the DA system only updated hydrometeor
mixing ratios (e.g., Sun and Crook 1997; Gao and Stensrud
2012; Kong et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019). Recently, Liu et al.
(2022) implemented a Z observation operator (together with its
adjoint) based on the DM Thompson MP scheme (Thompson
et al. 2008) within the Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation
(GSI; Kleist et al. 2009) hybrid En3DVar system for direct
assimilation of Z data. Their results show that using the DM-
type Z operator in hybrid En3DVar outperforms using the
SM-type Z operator for the forecast of convective storms
when the Thompson MP scheme is used in the forecast model.
With the implementation, the total number concentration of
rainwater is used as a control variable (among the precipitat-
ing hydrometeors the Thompson scheme only predicts two
moments for rainwater and cloud ice; because the contribu-
tion from cloud ice to the total reflectivity is relatively small, it
is not considered in the present Z observation operator).
However, the very large dynamic range of total number con-
centration (which varies by several orders of magnitude)

and associated nonlinearity do pose challenges and impact Z
assimilation, an issue not investigated in Liu et al. (2022). A
logarithmic transformation can be used to reduce the dynamic
range of the variable but can lead to insensitivity to large
values (Hogan 2007; Tong and Xue 2008; Jung et al. 2010b;
Carley 2012; Wang and Wang 2017). Xue et al. (2010) used a
simple power transform of total number concentration when
assimilating Z data with EnKF in order to reduce the dynamic
range of the variable while trying to retain sensitivity at large
values. In the NCEP Real Time Mesoscale Analysis system
(de Pondeca et al. 2011), Yang et al. (2020) applied a general
nonlinear power transform function to ceiling height and visi-
bility which also have wide ranges of variation. Using the
power transform can narrow the variable dynamic range and
make the distribution of the variable closer to Gaussian,
thereby making the linear and Gaussian assumptions within
the DA system more valid. In the general nonlinear power
transform function, the nonlinearity of transform can be
adjusted by tuning an exponent parameter. Chen et al. (2021)
applied this transform to hydrometeor mixing ratios and used
them as the new control variables (CVpq) when assimilating
Z data within GSI En3DVar. Their results show that CVpq
with a tuned power parameter outperforms CVq and CVlogq.
However, due to the unavailability of a Z operator (in particu-
lar its adjoint) consistent with the Thompson MP scheme
in GSI EnVar at the time, they used a Lin-type SM MP Z
operator in GSI EnVar while the Z operator based on the
Thompson MP scheme is used in GSI EnKF so that this
inconsistency introduces additional error. In addition, the SM
MP Z operator itself is not directly linked to the additional
state variables such as the total number concentrations when
a DM MP scheme is used. In such systems, only the hydrome-
teor mixing ratios are updated even though the total number
concentration also directly affects Z.

In this study, we extend the work of Chen et al. (2021) and
Liu et al. (2022) by applying the general nonlinear power
transform proposed in Chen et al. (2021) to the total number
concentration of rainwater (Ntr) that is also part of the
Thompson MP scheme, and use such a transformed control
variable (hereafter referred to as CVpnr) to assimilate Z data
with the Thompson Z observation operator developed by
Liu et al. (2022). Our focus is to investigate the impacts of
CVpnr on the analysis and forecast of convective storms.
CVpnr with a selected exponent parameter is compared
with the use of Ntr or logarithmic Ntr as control variable
(referred to as CVnr and CVlognr, respectively) for six
thunderstorm cases during May 2017. Among these cases, a
high-impact case of supercells over Texas and Oklahoma
on 16 May 2017 is used to examine the performance of
CVpnr in greater detail.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The GSI
En3DVar system, the radar observation operators and the
nonlinear power transform function are introduced in section 2.
Section 3 describes the experiment configurations. Section 4 pre-
sents and discusses the results from the analysis and forecast
experiments. A summary and conclusions are given in the final
section. A list of acronyms/symbols and their definitions can be
found in the appendix.
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2. Methodology

a. GSI pure En3DVar algorithm

All experiments in this study are conducted using the GSI
En3DVar DA system, and utilize the pure En3DVar algo-
rithm that employs 100% ensemble-derived background error
covariance as in Chen et al. (2021). The extended control vari-
able approach of Lorenc (2003) is adopted in the implementa-
tion of the GSI En3DVar system (Kleist and Ide 2015). A
brief description of the algorithm below follows Pan et al.
(2014) but omits the static background term in the cost
function.

Within the pure En3DVar framework, the analysis incre-
ment dx can be obtained by minimizing the following cost
function:

J a( ) � 1
2
aTA21a 1

1
2

Hdx 2 dyO
( )T

R21 Hdx 2 dyO
( )

: (1)

Here A is a block-diagonal matrix defining the ensemble
covariance localization (Lorenc 2003; Wang et al. 2007), and
the vector a is the control variables. The term dyo = yo 2

H(xb) is the observation innovation vector where H is the
observation operator and xb is the background state vector.
The variable H is the linear approximation to H and R is the
observation error covariance.

b. Radar radial velocity and reflectivity
observation operators

Both radar radial velocity and reflectivity observations are
directly assimilated within the GSI variational framework.
The observation operator for Vr is

Vr � u sinw cosm 1 y cosw cosm 1 w sinm, (2)

where u, y, and w represent zonal, meridional, and vertical
velocity, respectively. The term w is the azimuth angle, and m

is elevation angle of radar beams.
The reflectivity observation operator used in this study is

newly developed by Liu et al. (2022) based on the DM
Thompson MP scheme. The reflectivity can be written as

Z � 10 log10 Ze( ), (3)

where Ze is the equivalent radar reflectivity factor containing
the contributions from three types of hydrometeors: rainwa-
ter, snow, and graupel, which can be written as follows:

Ze � Zer 1 Zes 1 Zeg: (4)

In Eq. (4), Zer, Zes, and Zeg are the equivalent radar reflec-
tivity factors of rainwater, snow, and graupel, respectively.

The Thompson scheme predicts two moments for rainwater
(and cloud ice) while a single moment is predicted for other
hydrometeors. In the observation operator employed in this
study, the rainwater component for the Thompson scheme
has the following form:

Zer � 720 3 rqr( )2 3 1018

p2r2rNtr
, (5)

where r is the air density, rr is the rainwater density and Ntr is
the total number concentration of rainwater which can be
updated as well as the rainwater mixing ratio (qr). When the
DM Thompson MP scheme is used in the forecast model, both
qr and Ntr should be properly initiated for the convective-scale
forecasting, Therefore, Ntr should be included as a control vari-
able and updated together with qr by the DA system. Otherwise,
the inconsistency may lead to additional error.

For snow component, the snow size distribution assumes a
combination of the exponential and gamma distributions and the
density is a function of the particle diameter. To simplify the snow
reflectivity formula for the tangent linear and its adjoint models,
the simulated snow reflectivity (Zs) is fit to a power-law form of
snowmixing ratio (qs), resulting in the following relation:

Zs � 16:02 3 qs0:56: (6)

1800

Conv
+Rad

Rad Rad

1900

RadConv
+Rad

3-h forecast

Rad Rad

2000

RadConv
+Rad

Rad Rad

2100

RadConv
+Rad

FIG. 1. The flowchart of the cycled data assimilation and 3-h fore-
cast experiments.

TABLE 1. A brief description of the experiments for the 16 May 2017 case in this study.

Expt Description Expt
Outer loops
(inner loops)

Cycled DA and forecast
experiments

Follow the flowchart in Fig. 1. CVnr 3 (25)
CVpnr0.2 3 (25)
CVpnr0.4 3 (25)
CVpnr0.6 3 (25)
CVpnr0.8 3 (25)
CVlognr 3 (25)

Single-time analysis
experiments

Conduct single-time analyses
using the same background
at 2000 UTC 16 May 2017

CVnr 3 (25)
CVpnr0.4 3 (25)
CVlognr 3 (25)
CVnr_O5I200 5 (200)
CVpnr0.4_O5I200 5 (200)
CVlognr_O5I200 5 (200)
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In the Thompson scheme, although the graupel process
uses a SM parameterization, the intercept parameter for grau-
pel is diagnosed as a function of its mixing ratio (Thompson
et al. 2008). The forward operator for graupel is given as

Zeg � 1018 3 r 3 qg( )1:75 3 720

p1:75 3
200

qg 3 0:02

( )0:75
3 rg

1:9

, (7)

where r is the air density, rg is the graupel density, and qg is
the graupel mixing ratio.

A complete description and derivation of the Z observa-
tion operator can be found in Liu et al. (2022). The control
variables used in the experiments in this study include
streamfunction, potential velocity function, surface pressure,
temperature, water vapor mixing ratio, qr, Ntr, qs, qg, and
vertical velocity.

c. Power-transformed total number concentration of
rainwater as control variable (CVpnr)

The nonlinear power transform proposed by Yang et al.
(2020) and utilized for mixing ratios in Chen et al. (2021) is
applied to Ntr, and the transformed variable N̂tr is used as

part of the control variable in the cost function. The transform
function is as follows:

N̂tr � Np
tr 2 1

( )/
p, (8)

where p is an adjustable parameter. It is mathematically a
power law function. In practice, p value is limited to the
range 0 , p # 1. When p → 0, the function approaches
the natural logarithm function so that CVpnr is effectively
the same as CVlognr. When the p value increases, the non-
linearity of Eq. (8) decreases. When p = 1, the function
becomes a linear function, i.e., CVpnr becomes equivalent
to CVnr.

3. Experiment configurations

In this study, version 3.8.1 of Weather Research and Fore-
casting (WRF) Model is used as the forecast model. The
model domain follows the National Severe Storms Laboratory
ExperimentalWarn-on-Forecast (WoF) System (Wheatley et al.
2015), and is centered on the location of the severe weather
event, using 250 3 250 grid points in the horizontal with a
3-km grid spacing and 50 vertical levels. The following model

FIG. 2. (a) Mesoscale analysis issued at 2036 UTC 16 May 2017 and (b) storm reports for 16 May 2017 from the
Storm Prediction Center (SPC). The red box marked WW20 is the region for tornado watch issued by the Storm Pre-
diction Center. Letters “T,” “H,” and “W” in (b) denote tornado, hail, and wind reports, respectively.

CVnr

CVlognr

CVpnr0.8
CVpnr0.6
CVpnr0.4
CVpnr0.2

R
M

S
I

FIG. 3. RMSI for reflectivity of cycled data assimilation and 3-h forecasts using different forms
of Ntr as the control variable. “CVnr” and “CVlognr” in the legend indicate using CVnr and
CVlognr, respectively; “CVpnr0.4” indicates using CVpnr with p set to 0.4; similarly for the rest
of the figures.
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physical schemes are employed: the Thompson microphysics
scheme (Thompson et al. 2008), the RRTMG shortwave and
longwave schemes (Iacono et al. 2008), the Yonsei University
(YSU) planetary boundary layer scheme (Hong et al. 2006),
and the unified Noah land surface model (Chen and Dudhia
2001). All experiments are initialized at 1800 UTC with initial
and lateral boundary conditions provided by the High-Reso-
lution Rapid Refresh Ensemble (HRRRE; Dowell et al.
2016). More specifically, the initial conditions are taken from
1-h 36-member HRRRE forecasts launched at 1700 UTC.
DA is conducted using GSI En3DVar system (based on
ProdGSI of August 2019). The ensemble perturbations
required by En3DVar are taken from GSI EnKF run in paral-
lel, i.e., via a one-way EnKF–En3DVar coupling approach
(Pan et al. 2014; Kong et al. 2018). The EnKF DA cycles of
the same length are run independently of the En3DVar while
providing ensemble perturbations to En3DVar and both sys-
tems assimilate the same observations. Conventional data
(e.g., surface stations, buoys, soundings), radar reflectivity and
radial velocity observations are assimilated. Gridded radar
reflectivity observations from the Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor
(MRMS; Smith et al. 2016) system are interpolated to the
locations of the model grid horizontally with a resolution of
3 km but remain at the 33 vertical levels with a resolution of
500 m. Radial velocity Vr observations are processed from the
WSR-88D Level-2 data using a quality control and processing
procedure from a procedure of the Advanced Regional
Prediction System (Brewster et al. 2005). The Vr data are
interpolated to the model grid column locations horizontally
but kept on the radar elevation levels without interpolation in
the vertical for each radar site (including KAMA, KDDC,
KDYX, KFDR, KFDX, KFWS, KICT, KINX, KLBB,
KTLX, KTWX, and KVNX). No further data thinning on
the grid is employed here. The Z and Vr observation errors
are, respectively, assumed to be 5 dBZ and 1 m s21, which
contain the instrument and representation error informa-
tion of radar. In the EnKF, the horizontal and vertical local-
ization radii for conventional (radar) data are 300 (12) km
and 0.4 (0.7) scale height, respectively, which have been
tested and recommended by Labriola et al. (2021).

Effectively the same localization radii of EnKF are also
used by En3DVar, where the cutoff radii of EnKF are con-
verted to equivalent recursive filter decorrelation length
scales (Pan et al. 2014).

For the DA cycles and forecast experiments, radar observa-
tions are assimilated every 15 min and conventional observa-
tions are assimilated hourly between 1800 and 2100 UTC.
The 3-h forecasts are launched at 2100 UTC (Fig. 1). The 3-h
forecasts are conducted because the WoF aims at providing
short-term (0–3 h) forecasts for severe convective storms and
their hazards (Stensrud et al. 2009; Wheatley et al. 2015). Sev-
eral experiments are performed using the nonlinear power
transform in Eq. (8) with different p values. The experiment
with p = 1026 approximates CVlognr while p = 1 corresponds

CVnr

CVlognr

CVpnr0.8
CVpnr0.6
CVpnr0.4
CVpnr0.2(a) (b) (c)

N N N

FIG. 4. NETSs for thresholds of (a) 20, (b) 35, and (c) 45 dBZ for 3-h composite reflectivity forecasts using different forms ofNtr as the con-
trol variable.

CVnr
CVpnr0.4
CVlognr

FIG. 5. Cost function with respect to the total number of itera-
tions accumulated in three outer loops (25 iterations each) for
CVnr (blue), CVpnr0.4 (black), and CVlognr (green) at analysis
time 2000 UTC 16May 2017.
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to CVnr. Following Chen et al. (2021), the nonlinear power
transform is also applied to hydrometeor mixing ratios with p
set to 0.4 in all experiments. To highlight the differences in
convergence of cost function minimization among these fore-
cast experiments, 3 outer loops are used with 25 iterations for
the inner loop unless otherwise specified (Table 1). The con-
vergence criterion is set in terms of the norm of gradient. The
experiments are performed for six convective cases of central
United States from May 2017 and the results with different
p values are compared.

4. Results
In this section, the impact of using CVpnr on the analysis

and forecast of thunderstorms is first examined for a high-
impact supercell case over Texas and Oklahoma on 16 May
2017. For CVpnr, an optimal value of p is first determined by
running experiments for this case with different p values, and
the results of CVpnr using this optimal value will then be
compared with CVnr and CVlognr in more detail. In the
last subsection, the performances of CVpnr with optimal p,
CVnr and CVlognr in cycled DA and forecast experiments

(dBZ)

(a) Observation (b) Background

(c) CVnr (d) CVpnr0.4

(e) CVlognr

FIG. 6. Composite reflectivity (dBZ) at 2000 UTC
from (a) observation, (b) background, and analyses
of (c) CVnr, (d) CVpnr0.4, and (e) CVlognr.
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are statistically evaluated for six May 2017 thunderstorm
cases.

a. Results for the supercell case of 16 May 2017

On 16 May 2017, several convective storms were initiated
along a dryline near the Texas Panhandle area where environ-
mental conditions were favorable for tornadoes and large hail
(Fig. 2a). Around 1800 UTC, some storms were initiated in
the northern Texas Panhandle and then moved northeastward
across the west–east-oriented Texas–Oklahoma border, pro-
ducing at least two tornadoes and golf-ball- to hen-egg-sized
hail in that region (Fig. 2b). Later, two intense supercells
moving from the south of the Texas Panhandle eastward to
Oklahoma produced a few tornadoes and large hail. A dama-
ging tornado was reported to hit Elk City, Oklahoma, around
0035 UTC, causing one fatality and numerous damaged struc-
tures (https://www.spc.noaa.gov/climo/reports/170516_rpts.html).

1) RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERENT

P VALUES

The value of parameter p in Eq. (8) regulates the degree of
nonlinearity of the power transform function. Six cycled DA
and forecast experiments are conducted using the nonlinear
power transform in Eq. (8) with p set to 1026, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,
and 1.0, respectively, for the 16 May case. To determine the
optimal p value for CVpnr for further comparison with
CVlognr and CVnr, the root-mean-square innovation (RMSI)
of Z is calculated for the DA cycles and subsequent 3-h fore-
casts (Fig. 3). All experiments have similar RMSIs during the
first two cycles. For the cycles between 1845 and 1930 UTC,
the RMSIs are slightly smaller when p = 0.8 (denoted as
CVpnr0.8 as a convention). CVpnr0.4 (with p = 0.4) has the
smallest RMSIs during the assimilation period from 1945 to
2030 UTC. After that, CVpnr0.4 and CVpnr0.6 show compa-
rable performance for the DA cycles and subsequent fore-
casts. It is noted that CVnr and CVlognr have larger RMSIs
after 1900 UTC, indicating that the power transform with a
medium p value is preferred for Z analysis and forecast.

Neighborhood equitable threat score (NETS; Clark et al.
2010) of Z is further calculated for the 3-h forecasts (Fig. 4).
The neighborhood radius is set to 40 km, the same as that
used in the verification of the WoF system for convective-
scale forecasts (Skinner et al. 2018). NETSs are calculated
for composite reflectivity thresholds of 20, 35, and 45 dBZ.
For most of the forecast ranges, NETSs at all thresholds for
CVpnr0.4 and CVpnr0.6 are higher, except that the NETSs at
the 45-dBZ threshold for CVpnr0.6 is next to the lowest at
180 min of forecast. Similar to RMSI, CVnr and CVlognr also
have relatively poor performance in NETS. Since CVpnr0.4
generally has the best performance in terms of both RMSI
and NETS of forecasts, 0.4 is determined to be the optimal
value for p, which happens to also be the optimal value for
the power transform of mixing ratios as found in Chen et al.
(2021). CVpnr0.4 will therefore be compared with CVnr and
CVlognr in more detail in the following subsections.

2) RESULTS OF SINGLE-TIME ANALYSIS EXPERIMENTS

To better understand the performance and impacts of
CVnr, CVpnr0.4, and CVlognr on the analysis of thunder-
storms, additional experiments are performed assimilating
radar data at a single time using the same background (Table 1).
To show the impacts more clearly, a relatively poor background
at 2000 UTC 16 May is generated as a 30-min forecast from
the analysis of cycled DA, assimilating conventional data and
radar data with CVnr method every 60 and 30 min, respec-
tively. The only difference among these single-time analysis
experiments is the form of the control variable Ntr when
assimilating radar data at 2000 UTC. The ensemble pertur-
bations are provided by the same EnKF cycles described in
section 3. The use of the same background allows us to see
better the direct impact of assimilating Z data.

Since one of the motivations for using the power transform
is to address the minimization convergence problem when
assimilating Z, the convergence of the cost function is exam-
ined first. Figure 5 shows the cost function with respect to the
number of iterations accumulated in three outer loops for

Background CVnr CVpnr0.4 CVlognr

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(dBZ)

FIG. 7. Reflectivity contributed by rainwater at 2 kmMSL at 2000 UTC, from (a) background, and single-time analyses of (b) CVnr,
(c) CVpnr0.4 (c), and (d) CVlognr.
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CVnr, CVpnr0.4, and CVlognr. The cost function values of
CVpnr0.4 and CVlognr decrease much more rapidly than
those of CVnr. At the end of each outer loop (i.e., at the 25th,
50th, and 75th total iteration), the cost function values of
CVpnr0.4 and CVlognr no longer change much while cost
function curve of CVnr has not flattened yet and is at much
higher levels compared to those of CVpnr0.4 and CVlognr.
CVpnr0.4 and CVlognr clearly converge much faster than
CVnr. In the first and second outer loop, the cost function of
CVlognr decreases faster than CVpnr0.4. This may be
because the logarithmic transform results in a more linear
relationship between Z and the control variables. In the last
outer loop, the cost function values of CVpnr0.4 and CVlognr
are very similar after a jump in the cost function of CVlognr
going from the second to third outer loop. At the end of 75

total iterations, the cost function of CVnr is about 2.3 3 106

versus ∼1.85 3106 of the other two and the cost function
reduction rate remains slow.

The composite reflectivity at 2000 UTC from observations,
background, and single-time analyses of CVnr, CVpnr0.4,
and CVlognr are compared in Fig. 6. As seen in the observa-
tion (Fig. 6a), several convective storms are present near the
Oklahoma Panhandle and in southwest Kansas while a few
other storms are newly initiated in the southern Texas Pan-
handle (along a dryline). The background evidently underpre-
dicts the storms near the Oklahoma Panhandle and southwest
Kansas but predicts earlier development of the southern storms
along the dryline (Fig. 6b). All three experiments reproduce
the main cells in the north reasonably well (Figs. 6c–e). The
weak echo coverage is smaller than observed in all three

(a) Background (b) CVnr

(c) CVpnr0.4 (d) CVlognr

 

FIG. 8. Mixing ratio (contoured in black starting at 0.01 g kg21 at intervals of 1 g kg21) and total number concentra-
tion (shading; log10 scale) of rainwater at 2 km MSL at 2000 UTC from (a) background, and single-time analyses of
(b) CVnr, (c) CVpnr0.4, and (d) CVlognr.
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experiments, with that of CVnr being the smallest (Fig. 6c),
possibly related to the slower minimization convergence dis-
cussed earlier, hence a less tight fit to observations. The maxi-
mum intensity of the reflectivity core located within the
Oklahoma Panhandle is slightly overestimated in CVlognr
(Fig. 6e), which is consistent with previous finding that the
logarithmic transform may produce spurious analysis incre-
ments (Liu et al. 2020). For the northern storms, CVpnr0.4
arguably produces the best reflectivity analysis (Fig. 6d)
although the differences are small.

For the southern storms over Texas that are overpredicted
in the background (Fig. 6b), both CVnr and CVpnr0.4 only
slightly reduce the reflectivity intensity (Figs. 6c,d). It is specu-
lated that larger cost function gradients (with respect to the
Ntr control variable) at locations of the northern storms domi-
nate the overall cost function when using highly nonlinear Z
observation operator (in CVnr and somewhat less in
CVpnr0.4) and make variational adjustment for the southern
storms less effective, as is the case with Vr DA (together with
Z DA) when mixing ratios are directly used as control varia-
bles (Liu et al. 2019). CVlognr is able to better suppress the
overpredicted echoes with the southern storms (Fig. 6e),
though the adjustment to the Ntr appears somewhat unphysi-
cal, as will be discussed next.

Given that the choice of control variable for Ntr has direct
impact on the contribution to reflectivity by rainwater (Zr in
dBZ, defined as the logarithmic equivalent reflectivity of rain-
water, i.e., Zr = 10log10Zer), the background and analyzed Zr

at 2 km above mean sea level (MSL) are examined (Fig. 7).
Similar to the background composite reflectivity (Fig. 6b), the
background Zr is also underpredicted for the northern storms,
but overpredicted in the southern part of the Texas Panhan-
dle. For the northern storms, the analyzed Zr in all experi-
ments are higher than the background Zr. In the Oklahoma
Panhandle, CVpnr0.4 produces higher Zr than CVnr in the
storm area while CVlognr produces Zr values of over 55 dBZ
that appears to be overestimation. The spurious Zr in the
Texas Panhandle is not effectively suppressed in CVnr or
CVpnr0.4 (Figs. 7b,c) but mostly removed in CVlognr
(Fig. 7d).

As shown in Eq. (5), both qr and Ntr contribute to Zr. The
qr and Ntr from the background and analyses of CVnr,
CVpnr0.4 and CVlognr are compared in Fig. 8. CVnr produ-
ces reasonable qr and Ntr increments in the area of northern
storms, but more widespread, spurious Ntr increments in cen-
tral and southern Oklahoma (Fig. 8b). With the increase in
the nonlinear degree of power transform (i.e., from CVpnr0.4
to CVlognr), larger qr increments but smaller Ntr increments
are shown in the area of northern storms compared to CVnr,
which explains the higher Zr in CVpnr0.4 and CVlognr there
(Figs. 8c,d). However, for the spurious southern storms, very
large Ntr values are produced in CVlognr (Fig. 8d).

In the variational framework, the magnitude of analysis
increment in a particular variable is linked to the gradient
of cost function with respect to that variable. Figure 9a
shows the cost function gradient with respect to the power-

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIG. 9. The gradient of cost function with respect to the control variables (a) power-transformed qr in the three experiments,
(b) Ntr in CVnr, (c) power-transformed Ntr in CVpnr0.4, and (d) logarithmic transformed Ntr in CVlognr, at 2 km MSL at the first
iteration step.

CVnr_O5I200
CVpnr0.4_O5I200
CVlognr_O5I200

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 5, but for experiments using 5 outer loops and
up to 200 inner loops.
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transformed qr control variable (referenced as GDq) at the
first iteration step. It should be noted that GDq at the first
iteration step is identical in CVnr, CVpnr0.4 and CVlognr
because the same power transform of mixing ratios is used
in all experiments. Figures 9b–d show the cost function gra-
dient with respect to control variable Ntr in CVnr, power-
transformed Ntr in CVpnr0.4, and logarithmic transformed Ntr

in CVlognr (these cost function gradients are collectively
referenced as GDn for brevity). In CVnr and CVpnr0.4
(Figs. 9a–c), the magnitudes of both GDq and GDn in the
area of northern storms are larger than those in the southern
Texas Panhandle, resulting in less adjustment for the spurious
southern storms. GDn in the area of northern storms gener-
ally decreases when increasing nonlinear degree of power
transform (i.e., from CVnr to CVlognr, Figs. 9b–d). In
CVlognr experiment (Fig. 9d), GDn is rather large over the
area of spurious storms in the Texas Panhandle, leading to more
adjustment to Ntr there. It is noted that small adjustment to
log(Ntr) can be greatly amplified when the increment is con-
verted back to that of Ntr. Therefore, the relatively large cost
function gradient with respective to log(Ntr) (Fig. 9d) causes very
large increments inNtr (Fig. 8d, which is shown in log10 scale).

One of the reasons for the differences among the three
experiments is the convergence rate of cost function minimi-
zation. It is of interest to see whether the three methods can
produce almost the same results if more outer and inner loops
are used. The previous single-time analysis experiments are
repeated using 5 outer-loop and up to 200 inner-loop itera-
tions (referenced as CVnr_O5I200, CVpnr0.4_O5I200, and
CVlognr_O5I200, respectively). Figure 10 shows that the
CVnr_O5I200 experiment has a slower convergence rate.
Even though the cost function value of CVnr_O5I200 is very
close to that of CVpnr0.4_O5I200 at the end of each outer
loop but CVnr_O5I200 does not reach the convergence crite-
rion at 200 inner iterations. In contrast, the minimum cost

function values of CVpnr0.4_O5I200 and CVlognr_O5I200
are almost reached by 20th iteration and the convergence cri-
terion is met by around 80th iteration for each outer loop,
suggesting that the power transform (including the logarith-
mic transform) does help speed up the cost function conver-
gence rate significantly. The cost function values at the fifth
outer loop become similar for all experiments although the
values of CVlognr_O5I200 have significant fluctuations
between consecutive outer iterations suggesting positive over-
shooting in the inner-loop adjustments within the outer loop.

Compared to CVnr with fewer iterations (Fig. 6a), the ana-
lyzed composite reflectivity in the area of northern storms is
somewhat improved in CVnr_O5I200 (Fig. 11a) but it is over-
estimated (over 55 dBZ) for the small storm to the north
of the Oklahoma–Kansas border due to overestimated qr
(Fig. 12a). The additional iterations make few differences
between the analyses of CVpnr0.4_O5I200 (Fig. 11b and
Fig. 12b) and CVpnr0.4 (Fig. 6d and Fig. 8c). This is consistent
with the above discussions on convergence rate. In general,
even with much fewer iterations, CVpnr0.4 can produce anal-
yses of similar quality to those of CVpnr0.4_O5I200 and
CVnr_O5I200 that use more iterations. The analyses of
CVlognr_O5I200 (Fig. 11c) and CVlognr (Fig. 6e) are also
similar, and the problem of very large Ntr still remains in
CVlognr_O5I200 (Fig. 12c). The latter suggests that the final
analysis depends mainly on the choice of control variable and
hence the formulation of the nonlinear observation operator,
provided that the sufficient cost function convergence is
reached.

3) RESULTS OF CYCLED DATA ASSIMILATION AND

3-H FORECAST EXPERIMENTS

With the understanding gained on the differences in behav-
iors of single-time variational analysis using different number

(a) (b) (c)

(dBZ)

CVpnr0.4_O5I200 CVlognr_O5I200CVnr_O5I200

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 6, but for experiments using 5 outer loops and up to 200 inner loops.
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concentration control variables with the same background, we
examine in this subsection the results of cycled DA and subse-
quent forecasts for the 16 May case in more detail. The effects
of DA formulation differences would accumulate through the
DA cycles. As demonstrated earlier in subsection 1), in terms
of RMSI and NETS for predicted reflectivity, using power-
transformed Ntr with a medium value of power parameter p
(i.e., CVpnr0.4) generally outperforms CVnr and CVlognr in
cycled DA and 3-h forecast experiments. In this subsection,
the CVpnr0.4, CVnr and CVlognr will be further compared
with additional subjective and objective verifications.

The final analyzed composite reflectivity at 2100 UTC and
subsequent predicted composite reflectivity at hourly intervals
are compared with the observations in Fig. 13. The observed
reflectivity objects over 45 dBZ are captured well in all
experiments in the final analyses (Figs. 13b–d) but all experi-
ments produce a line of spurious storms in the eastern part of
the Texas Panhandle, mostly east of the correct cells in the
region. CVpnr0.4 has fewer/weaker spurious cells than CVnr
and CVlognr especially in the northern Texas Panhandle. In

the single-time analysis experiment, CVlognr better sup-
presses the spurious echoes in the region via unphysically
large Ntr analysis (Fig. 8d). When launching the forecast, the
very large Ntr quickly decreases (not shown) but more spuri-
ous echoes are produced, presumably due to imbalances
between the large Ntr and other state variables. At the end of
DA cycles, CVlognr has more spurious weak echo coverage
in the Texas Panhandle and western Oklahoma than other
experiments (Fig. 13d) although CVnr has one additional spu-
rious strong echo cell in northeastern corner of the Texas Pan-
handle (Fig. 13b). Another reason for all final analyses to
have the line of spurious cells that are not effectively sup-
pressed through the DA cycles is that the dryline responsible
for forcing these cells has eastward position error that is diffi-
cult to correct with available surface and radar observations.

In the 1-h forecasts valid at 2200 UTC, the spurious echoes
in CVnr and CVpnr0.4 (Figs. 13f,g) are greatly reduced or
become more aligned with the observed storms in the eastern
part of the Texas Panhandle, but those in CVlognr have
become more intense and moved further east into western

(b) CVpnr0.4_O5I200

(c) CVlognr_O5I200

(a) CVnr_O5I200

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 8, but for experiments using
5 outer loops and up to 200 inner loops.
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Oklahoma, away from the observed storms (Fig. 13h). All
experiments more accurately predict the northeast–southwest-
oriented line of convective cells near the Oklahoma–Kansas
border but do a poorer job in reproducing the cells further
north; the closeness to the model boundary might have played
a role. In the 2- and 3-h forecasts, the southern storms in all
experiments exhibit an eastward bias (Figs. 13j–l,n–p); they

appear to have moved too fast, consistent with the eastward
displacement error of the dryline (not shown). However,
overall, DA does help reduce the error. Without DA, these
storms move even faster and exhibit more distinct eastward
bias (not shown).

The hourly precipitation forecasts are plotted against pre-
cipitation estimations from MRMS in Fig. 14. While the

(a) (d)

Observation

(b) (c) 

(e) (f) (g) (h) 

(i) (j) (k) (l) 

(m) (n) (o) (p) 

CVnr CVpnr0.4 CVlognr

(dBZ)

FIG. 13. Composite reflectivity (dBZ) at (a)–(d) 2100, (e)–(h) 2200, and (i)–(l) 2300 UTC 16 May, and (m)–(p) 0000 UTC 17 May from
observations, the cycled data assimilation and forecast experiments of CVnr, CVpnr0.4, and CVlognr, shown in columns from left to right.
Observed reflectivity exceeding 45 dBZ is contoured in black in the results from cycled data assimilation and forecast experiments (second,
third, and fourth columns).
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precipitation in the first forecast hour near the northern
boundary of the model domain is underestimated in all
experiments (partly because of the orientation of the pre-
dicted line of cells that prevents training effect), the band of
rainfall near the Oklahoma–Kansas border is accurately pre-
dicted in the first hour given the correct orientation and posi-
tioning of the line of cells. In the following two hours, the
forecasts correctly maintain intense rainfall in the southern
part of the band, but fail to predict the northeastward exten-
sion, again related to the poorer forecasts to the north. More
differences among the three experiments can be seen in the
predictions of the precipitation in the Texas Panhandle and
western Oklahoma due to cell differences discussed earlier.
Both CVnr and CVpnr0.4 quite accurately predict the loca-
tion and intensity of the northern precipitation center in the
first and second hour but exhibit clear northeastward

displacement in the third hour, consistent with too fast move-
ment discussed earlier. There is also underprediction in CVnr
with this precipitation center in the third hour. CVlognr over-
predicts this precipitation center with larger spatial coverage
in the first hour and has more eastward displacement than
CVnr and CVpnr0.4 in the second and third hour. Therefore,
subjectively speaking, CVlognr produces the worse precipita-
tion and storm cell forecasting while that of CVpnr0.4 is
slightly better than CVnr.

NETS for hourly precipitation at threshold of 10 mm and a
40-km neighborhood radius is computed to quantitatively
evaluate the performance of the three experiments. As shown
in Fig. 15, CVpnr0.4 has the highest NETS for the first and
last forecast hour, and CVnr has the lowest NETS in the last
two forecast hours. The NETS of CVlognr fluctuates during
the 3 h, having the lowest skill in the first hour but the highest

(a) (d)

Observation

(b) (c) 

(e) (f) (g) (h) 

(i) (j) (k) (l) 

CVnr CVpnr0.4 CVlognr

(mm)

FIG. 14. Hourly precipitation (shading; mm) starting at (a)–(d) 2100, (e)–(h) 2200, and (i)–(l) 2300 UTC 16 May from observations, the
cycled data assimilation and forecast experiments of CVnr, CVpnr0.4, and CVlognr, shown in columns from left to right. Observed precipi-
tation exceeding 10 mm is contoured in black in the results from cycled data assimilation and forecast experiments (second, third, and
fourth columns).
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NETS in the second hour. The better skill with CVlognr in
the second hour appears to be due to the greater intensity
and larger spatial coverage of the eastward displaced pre-
cipitation predicted in western Oklahoma, whose position
error is tolerated by the neighborhood score. In reality,
there is little overlap between the predicted precipitation
and observed precipitation in that region (Fig. 14h). There-
fore, the qualitative and quantitative evaluations indicate
that CVpnr0.4 is more skillful overall for precipitation
forecast.

b. Statistical results for six thunderstorm cases during
May 2017

We have so far performed comparisons and evaluations of
analyses and forecasts using different formulations of the rain
number concentration control variables for the 16 May 2017
case. To obtain more robust and statistically reliable results,
cycled DA and forecast experiments with the same configura-
tions described in section 3 are conducted for five additional
thunderstorm cases that occurred in May 2017 (see Table 2
for a list of cases). Among the six cases, three are mostly

made up of supercells, and three contained mixed modes of
cells and quasi-linear convection. Figures 16a–f present the
RMSIs for predicted reflectivity of CVnr, CVpnr0.4, and
CVlognr for the six cases during the 3-h forecast period. With
the exception of one outlier, the RMSIs of CVpnr0.4 are the
smallest for most of the time while those of CVlognr are
mostly the largest, especially for the 23 and 27 May cases.
The one outlier case, 9 May 2017, has relatively smaller
RMSIs compared with other cases and the RMSIs of three
experiments are comparable. The RMSIs averaged over
the six cases (Fig. 16g) also show that CVpnr0.4 has the
best performance while the RMSI of CVlognr at 30 min
is substantially larger than others, consistent with the
expected larger impacts of initial conditions in earlier
hours from DA.

Figures 17 and 18 show the NETSs for predicted composite
reflectivity for the 20 and 45-dBZ thresholds, respectively.
For the 20-dBZ threshold (Fig. 17), the NETSs of three meth-
ods are comparable, and the NETS of CVpnr0.4 becomes
generally higher after 105 min except for the 17 May case. In
terms of the average NETS (Fig. 17g), CVnr generally has the
best performance during the first 60 min. From 60 to 105 min,
the NETS of CVpnr0.4 is comparable to that of CVnr but
becomes the highest after 105 min. The NETS of CVlognr is
overall the lowest, except for 15 min when CVpnr0.4 has
lower scores. The differences among the three methods are
more evident for the 45-dBZ threshold (Fig. 18). The NETS
of CVpnr0.4 is comparable to that of CVnr, and it is higher
for most of the time in the 16 and 23 May cases. The NETS
of CVlognr is much lower than that of the other two during
most of the time. The average NETS (Fig. 18g) of CVnr is
slightly lower or comparable to that of CVpnr0.4 during the
first 90 min of forecast but drops below that of CVpnr0.4 in
the later hours. The poor performance of CVlognr based
on the average NETS is consistent with the analysis for
each case. CVlognr may produce too large Ntr, as seen in
the 16 May case, which degrades the forecasts.

Figures 19 and 20 show the performance diagram
(Roebber 2009) for predicted composite reflectivity for the
20- and 45-dBZ thresholds, respectively. The performance
diagrams provide additional information on the quality of
forecasts, including the probability of detection (POD), false
alarm ratio (FAR), frequency bias (BIAS), and critical suc-
cess index (CSI) of reflectivity forecasts. For the 9, 16 and 23
May cases, CVpnr0.4, which has the highest CSI score and
less bias for most hours, overall outperforms CVnr and

CVnr
CVpnr0.4
CVlognr

N

FIG. 15. NETSs for the threshold of 10-mm hourly precipitation
forecast for experiments CVnr (blue), CVpnr0.4 (black), and
CVlognr (green) for the 16 May 2017 case.

TABLE 2. List of six selected cases during May 2017. A brief description of primary states affected and storm morphology are
provided. Identical DA configurations in the cycled DA and forecast experiments for these cases are also given.

Date Primary states affected Storm morphology DA configurations

9 May NM, TX Supercells CVnr, CVpnr0.4, and CVlognr
(3 outer loops with 25 inner loops)16 May KS, OK, TX Supercells

17 May IA, IL, MN, WI Mixed mode of cells and linear convection
18 May KS, OK, TX Supercells
23 May TX Mixed mode of cells and linear convection
27 May AR, MO, OK Mixed mode of cells and linear convection
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CVlognr. For other cases, the three methods show similar per-
formance. According to all the scores, the performance of the
17 and 18 May cases is relatively better than that of the other
cases. Figure 19g displays the statistical results aggregated
across six cases for the 20-dBZ threshold. The three methods
have similar scores at the first hour (circle marks). At the sec-
ond hour (triangle marks), CVpnr0.4 has slightly higher POD,
success ratio (SR, i.e., 1-FAR), and CSI while CVnr and

CVlognr have similar scores. The differences among the three
methods become more evident at the third hour (square
marks). The POD, SR and CSI of CVpnr0.4 are the highest
while those of CVlognr are the lowest. All three methods
exhibit BIAS values of about 1.05 for all 3 h of the forecast,
suggesting a little overprediction. In terms of the 45-dBZ
threshold (Fig. 20), CVpnr0.4 and CVnr generally perform
better than CVlognr. The aggregated results (Fig. 20g) show

CVnr
CVpnr0.4
CVlognr

(a) 09 (b) 16 (c) 17 (d) 18

(e) 23 (f) 27 (g) Average 

FIG. 16. RMSIs for predicted reflectivity of experiments CVnr (blue), CVpnr0.4 (black), and CVlognr (green) for the (a) 9, (b) 16, (c) 17,
(d) 18, (e) 23, and (f) 27 May cases, and (g) the RMSIs averaged over the six cases fromMay 2017.

(b) 16 (c) 17 (d) 18

(e) 23 (f) 27 (g) Average 

(a) 09

CVnr
CVpnr0.4
CVlognr

FIG. 17. NETSs for composite reflectivity forecasts of experiments CVnr (blue), CVpnr0.4 (black), and CVlognr (green) with the threshold
of 20 dBZ for (a)–(f) six cases and (g) the NETSs averaged over six cases. The labels in (a)–(f) indicate the dates of the cases.
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that all three methods have higher BIAS values (between 1.2
and 1.3) for all 3 h of forecasts, especially with CVlognr, imply-
ing more overprediction. At 1 h, the highest SR for CVpnr0.4,

combined with a POD similar to those of CVnr and
CVlognr, results in the high CSI score of ∼0.8 for
CVpnr0.4. In the later 2 h of the forecast, CVpnr0.4

(b) 16 (c) 17 (d) 18

(e) 23 (f) 27 (g) Average 

(a) 09

CVnr
CVpnr0.4
CVlognr

FIG. 18. As in Fig. 17, but for the threshold of 45 dBZ.

FIG. 19. Performance diagrams for composite reflectivity forecasts of experiments CVnr (blue), CVpnr0.4 (red), and CVlognr (green)
with the threshold of 20 dBZ for (a)–(f) six cases, and (g) the statistical results generated from aggregating across six cases. The labels in
(a)–(f) indicate the dates of the cases. Diagonal and curved lines represent lines of constant BIAS and CSI, respectively. Circle, triangle,
and rectangle marks represent 1-, 2-, and 3-h forecasts, respectively.
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continues to have the highest CSI, with CVnr in the second,
and CVlognr in the third.

Even though the predicted composite reflectivity of CVpnr0.4,
CVnr, and CVlognr for the May 16 case has been subjectively
evaluated and compared in Fig. 13, to further compare their per-
formances for the other five cases, the 3-h predicted composite
reflectivity fields are provided in Fig. 21. Consistent with the
above discussions, CVlognr generally produces more spurious
scattered echoes than CVpnr0.4 and CVnr, especially for the 17,
18, and 27 May cases (Figs. 21h,l,t). CVpnr0.4 and CVnr have
overall similar results for the 9, 17, and 18 May cases. For the
23 May case, CVpnr0.4 predicts the storms in the middle of
the domain more accurately (Fig. 21o) while CVnr and
CVlognr have eastward displacement errors (Figs. 21n,p).
For the 27 May case, CVnr produces more small spurious
echoes in southwest Missouri (Fig. 21r).

To sum up, the evaluations of the predicted reflectivity for
six cases further support the conclusion that CVpnr0.4 produ-
ces more skillful short-term forecasts than CVnr and CVlognr
for convective storms.

5. Summary and conclusions

Radar DA is helpful in improving convective-scale numeri-
cal weather prediction. However, direct assimilation of reflec-
tivity remains challenging in a variational framework because
of the highly nonlinear reflectivity observation operator.
When using a more advanced reflectivity observation operator
based on a DM MP scheme (the Thompson scheme in our

case), the inclusion of total number concentration for rainwa-
ter Ntr itself as the control variable (denoted as CVnr) may
prevent efficient cost function minimization convergence due
to the very large dynamic range of Ntr values and the highly
nonlinear relationship between reflectivity and Ntr. Using loga-
rithmic transformedNtr as control variable (CVlognr) can help
alleviate such a problem, but can also produce spuriously large
analysis increments due to the highly nonlinear logarithmic
transform. In this study, a generalized power transform func-
tion is applied to Ntr (CVpnr), in which the nonlinearity of trans-
form can be adjusted by tuning the exponent parameter p.

The performances of CVnr, CVlognr, and CVpnr are first
compared in great depth within GSI En3DVar framework
through the analysis and forecast of the 16 May 2007 supercell
case over Texas and Oklahoma. A set of cycled DA and 3-h
forecast experiments is conducted using the generalized
power transform with different parameters p (1026, 0.2,
0.4 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0). The optimal p value is found to be 0.4
in terms of overall lower RMSI and higher NETS for reflec-
tivity forecasts. Later comparisons are focused on the use
of CVnr, CVlognr and CVpnr with p set to 0.4 (CVpnr0.4).

Single-time analyses using the same background show that
the convergence of cost function minimization in CVpnr0.4
and CVlognr is much faster than in CVnr because the non-
linearity between reflectivity and transformed Ntr is
reduced by the transform. When using fewer iterations
(3 outer-loop and 25 inner-loop iterations), the analyzed
reflectivity of the intense storms in Oklahoma Panhandle and
southwest Kansas (referred to as northern storms) has

FIG. 20. As in Fig. 19, but for the threshold of 45 dBZ.
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FIG. 21. The 3-h predicted composite reflectivity (dBZ) for the (b)–(d) 9 May, (f)–(h) 17 May, (j)–(l) 18 May, (n)–(p) 23 May, and
(r)–(t) 27 May cases from the cycled data assimilation and forecast experiments CVnr, CVpnr0.4, and CVlognr, shown in columns

from left to right. (a),(e),(i),(m),(q) The corresponding observed composite reflectivity.
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somewhat less spatial coverage in CVnr while it is overesti-
mated in CVlognr. The cost function value at the end of mini-
mization is larger in CVnr because of its much slower
convergence rate. CVlognr produces very large values of Ntr

due to the large gradient of cost function with respect to the
logarithmic transformed Ntr. Such too large values of Ntr

appear to lead to large adjustments in the initial forecasts.
When greatly increasing iteration numbers (from 25 inner-

loop and 3 outer-loop iterations to up to 200 inner-loop and
5 outer-loop iterations), the cost function value at the end of
minimization is much reduced in CVnr and the quality of ana-
lyzed reflectivity is improved to some extent, but little impact
is found on the analyses of CVpnr0.4 and CVlognr because
reasonable convergence is already reached with the fewer
number of iterations. The final analysis appears to mainly
depend on the choice of control variable via its effect on the
cost function gradient with respect to the control variable as
long as reasonable convergence is reached.

CVnr, CVlognr, and CVpnr0.4 are also compared for the
forecasts of composite reflectivity and hourly precipitation.
Both CVnr and CVlognr produce more spurious echoes than
CVpnr0.4 at the end of a total of 3-h-long DA cycles. Hourly
precipitation in the later forecast hours is underpredicted in
CVnr and more errors in the location and coverage of precipi-
tation centers are found in CVlognr, especially in the southern
part of the Texas Panhandle and western Oklahoma. Overall,
the superior performance of CVpnr0.4 is demonstrated by quali-
tative and quantitative comparisons among the cycled DA and
forecast experiments for the 16 May supercell case.

The performances of CVpnr0.4, CVnr, and CVlognr are fur-
ther quantitatively evaluated using six thunderstorm cases from
May 2017 via experiments using the same DA and forecast
configurations. The statistical evaluation results further support
the conclusion about the superior performance of CVpnr0.4.
CVpnr0.4 has the smallest RMSIs of predicted reflectivity aver-
aged over six cases. In terms of average NETS and perfor-
mance diagram for reflectivity forecast, CVpnr0.4 presents
comparable skill to CVnr during the early forecast period, and
highest skill during the later forecast period, while CVlognr
shows the poorest performance overall.

In Liu et al. (2022), the comparison between the newly devel-
oped DM-type Z operator with the CVnr method and the SM-
type Z operator adopted in Chen et al. (2021) shows that using
the DM-type Z operator is better for the analysis and forecast
of convective storms than using the SM-type Z operator. This
study further demonstrates that the CVpnr method with an opti-
mal exponent parameter outperforms the CVnr method when
using the DM-type Z operator to directly assimilate radar reflec-
tivity. In short, using the DM-type Z operator with the CVpnr
method in this study shows greater potential for further improv-
ing the convective scale short-term forecast.

Although some conclusions in this study should be general,
such as those on the convergence rate of cost function minimiza-
tion when different control variable formulation is used, the
robustness of the conclusions on impacts on convective storm
forecasts can benefit from testing with more cases from different
regions and seasons. Qualitatively, our conclusions on the choice
of the control variable should be sound, however.

Based on the Thompson MP scheme, the power transform
applies to the number concentration of rainwater in this
study. In the future, the power transform will be applied with
fully three-moment MP schemes, and larger impact of the
transform is expected when applied to number concentration
of other hydrometeor species.
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APPENDIX

List of Acronyms and Symbols

Table A1 briefly describes the acronyms and symbols used
in the main text.

TABLE A1. List of acronyms and symbols.

Acronyms/
symbols Description

BIAS Frequency bias
CSI Critical success index
CVlognr Method using logarithmic Ntr as control variable

when assimilating reflectivity
CVnr Method using Ntr as control variable when

assimilating reflectivity
CVpnr Method using a general power transform of Ntr as

control variable when assimilating reflectivity
DA Data assimilation
FAR False alarm ratio
GDn Cost function gradient with respect to different

forms of Ntr

GDq Cost function gradient with respect to the
power-transformed qr

NETS Neighborhood equitable threat score
Ntr Total number concentration of rainwater
p Adjustable exponent in the power transform

function for Ntr

POD Probability of detection
qg Graupel mixing ratio
qr Rainwater mixing ratio
qs Snow mixing ratio
RMSI Root-mean-square innovation
Z Radar reflectivity
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